CASE STUDY

Quadro Communications Differentiates
Against Competition with Premises
Installation Quality
ABOUT

Quadro Communications Cooperative is an independent telecommunications provider based in Kirkton, Ontario. The cooperative’s deep roots in the community date back
almost 100 years, and now has expanded past the four original exchanges into more
than 10 adjacent communities offering high-speed Internet, TV, mobility and phone
services. One of the newer communities is the Town of St. Marys, where Quadro is in
the midst of a three-year network build out that will bring the latest fiber-to-the-home
technology and gigabit speeds to each of the towns approximately 4,000 homes and
businesses.

C O M PA N Y
Quadro Communications Cooperative

Quadro faces some formidable competition, especially from two of Canada’s Big
Three telecom providers. Quadro knew that competing on price was not feasible
against the deep pocketed rivals. That is why it made the strategic decision to compete on value—by providing an unparalleled subscriber experience. Quadro chose to
focus its attention first on improving the quality of its premises installations to ensure
that it was exceeding subscriber expectations.

https://www.quadro.net
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Quadro was experiencing several specific challenges in premises installations due
to its rapid subscriber growth. With its FTTH expansion underway, in-person quality
reviews on installations were not keeping pace with the demand for service from new
subscribers. The amount of manual data collection and processing required in the
installation process and the need for documented benchmarks to help with remote
troubleshooting were taking a back seat in their efforts to maintain high quality installations.
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To address these challenges, Quadro sought the help of Calix Professional Services
and selected the MobilePRO Express Premises Installation package. This solution
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enabled Quadro operations with a with a smart phone-based tool that provided step-by-step installation
guidance and automated electronic documentation needed to drive consistent, repeatable and high-quality
execution of premises deployment projects across its growing fiber network.
R E S U LT S

With its field installers now using the MobilePRO App to guide them through the installation process at the
subscriber site, Quadro has seen an improvement overall in the quality and consistency of its premises installations. The MobilePRO App provides them a checklist to make sure the proper installation steps were followed. The App allows them to document key details such as the placement of the Calix GigaFamily systems,
ONT location and cabling, and the results of optical tests, broadband upload and download speeds, and the
Wi-Fi signal strength at various locations within the home or business. The team immediately started seeing
the benefits of the MobilePRO Express solution and had Calix Professional Services customize it further to
support both Quadro’s premises deployment and troubleshooting requirements.
“The fact that the MobilePRO App is customized to our needs helps us nail everything we do in the installation
process. That makes it very simple, and the information we are gathering is invaluable,” says Barry Stone,
outside plant manager at Quadro.
Installation data captured with the MobilePRO App is shared with Quadro’s supervisors, project managers and
quality engineers. Armed with this detailed data, supervisors can perform quality reviews on each installation
without ever having to visit the sites in person, which substantially reduces costs. Having this baseline data
also allows Quadro to respond faster and more effectively to support calls, which increases subscriber satisfaction. Barry added, “I have been able to do five times as many quality reviews without the need to go on-site.
We have also ended up utilizing the tool for more applications like repair tickets, vehicle inspections, inventory,
and quality, health and safety reviews.”
Perhaps most importantly, with the significant improvements it has made to the quality of its premises installations, Quadro is one step closer to providing the unparalleled customer experience it needs to differentiate
itself from the competition. John DeHeer, general manager for Quadro Communications Cooperative. “The
Calix MobilePRO app is helping us lead the market on quality through better premises installations and will
help us improve how we handle trouble tickets with our subscribers.”
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